
Davidoff Double R 
Dominican, medium-full
Exceptionally pure and very rich, this smoke was 
created using only the finest tobacco from the 
Dominican Republic.  Filled beautifully, it releases 
a heady aroma of roasted coffee, dark chocolate, 
pepper and spices.

7.5 x 50 $33 per · 4 pack $127

Davidoff  Millennium Blend 
Dominican , medium-full
The bold notes of chocolate, roasted coffee and 
caramel together with those notes of white pepper 
and spices ensure that time, and cigars are filled 
beautifully.  
Robusto Tubos $24 per / 3pk $67 
Toro 6x50 $26 per / 4pk $99

Davidoff Aniversario  #3 
Dominican, medium
Medium bodied and elegant, this complex smoke 
has flavors of cedar and light spices accompanied 
by an irresistible creaminess.  

Tubos 6x50 $25 per / 3pk $70

Davidoff Classic Collection 
Dominican, mild  
Fresh floral scents mingle with earthy, woody 
notes, with the barest hint of sweetness and a 
clean, creamy after taste.  A timeless, elegant 
classic in every sense.
6000 5x48 $21 / 4pk $79

Davidoff Mini Cigarillos
The Davidoff Mini Cigarillos contain a blend of 
premium tobaccos from Indonesia, Brazil and the 
Caribbean, wrapped in a first-class, 
specially selected Sumatra wrapper. 
The full, harmonious flavor and elegant 
packaging promise the aficionado an 
exquisite smoking pleasure.
10ct. $14 · 20ct $23

Premium cigars provided by:

The Smoke Shop
Neapolitan Way Shopping Center

4625 Tamiami Trail North
Naples, FL 34103

Ashton Cabinet Selection 
Dominican, mild-medium
Ashton Cabinet Selection cigars utilize a 4-5 year 
aged blend of Dominican long-fillers adorned 
with a top-grade Connecticut shade wrapper leaf 
that's been aged for a full 12 months longer than 
the wrapper leaf on Ashton Classic. The result is 
a smooth, elegant profile that's crisp, clean and 
layered with notes of oak, cedar, pepper, cream, 
and coffee.
Cab #6 5.5x 50 $18  
Cab #8 7x49 $18

Ashton Classic Whites 
Dominican, mild 
Ashton cigars are made from a unique blend of 
select, specially-aged Dominican leaves and 
surrounded by smooth-smoking Connecticut 
shade-grown wrappers. Made in the 
Dominican Republic by Arturo Fuente, 
Ashton cigars have a mild, creamy draw and 
are always consistent in flavor and aroma.
8-9-8 6.5x54 $15 
Dbl Magnum Cedar sleeve 6x50 $17

Cohiba RED DOT Santiago 
Dominican, medium-full
The dark, rich wrapper leaf is grown in the 
sub-tropical West African climate of Cameroon. 
The supple and flavorful Jember binder is grown in 
Indonesia. To balance the richness of the wrapper, 
the smooth-smoking Piloto Cubano filler leaves 
are grown in the Dominican Republic.

Toro Tubos 6x50 $21 per

Arturo Fuente DIAMOND CROWN 
Dominican, mild
Diamond Crown was one of the first super 
premium cigars, coming to market in the early 
90’s. It is the finest cigar made by JC Newman 
featuring a mild to medium-body with a subtle 
sweet and creamy flavors
Diamond Crown #4 5.5x54 $18 
Diamond Crown #3 6.5x54 $21


